Abstract. We show that there exist
introduction
A set E ⊂ R d (d ≥ 2) is called tube null if for any ε > 0, there exist countable many tubes {T i } covering E and i w(T i ) d−1 < ε.
Here and in what follows, a tube T with width w = w(T ) > 0 is the w/2-neighborhood of some line in R d . We always assume that our tubes have positive width.
This notion comes from the study of the localisation problem of the Fourier transform in dimension d ≥ 2 ( this problem can be regarded as looking for the analogues of Riemann's localization principle in higher dimensions). In [2] , they proved that if E ⊂ B ( here B is the unit ball of R d ) is tube null, then E is a Set of Divergence for the Localisation Problem (SDLP ). It's an open problem whether every SDLP is tube null, for more details see [2] .
It's easy to see that a set E ⊂ R d with H d−1 (E) = 0 is tube null. Indeed, [2, Proposition 8] claims that if E ⊂ R d with H d−1 (E) < ∞, then E is tube null. This implies (1.1) sup
Since if there is a positive constant C such that H d−1 (E ∩ T ) ≤ Cw(T ) d−1 for all tubes T , then for any countable family of tubes {T i } which cover E, we have
which would contradict the tube nullity of E. Thus (1.1) holds. In [5] , they showed that the Von Koch curve is tube null. For more tube null examples, see [2] . For the sets which are not tube null, in [2] they showed that for any s ∈ (d − 1/2, d), there exists set E with dim H (E) = s and E is not tube null. The sharp low bound of above s was obtained in [10] , they proved that there exist set with Hausdorff dimension d − 1 which are not tube null (thus answered the question of [2] ).
Motivated by [1, Proposition 1 ], Carbery asks to determine which pairs (s, t) ∈ [0, d] × [0, d] are admissible in the sense that there exists a set E ⊂ R d with 0 < H s (E) < ∞ and satisfier
This problem can be regarded as to concern the distribution of sets on tubes. By the works of [1, 2, 10, 7] (different contributions), we know that all the pairs (s, t) with t ≤ min{d − 1, s} except (d − 1, d − 1) are admissible. In [7] , Orponen raised the following question: is it possible to construct a set E ⊂ R d with 0 < H d−1 (E) < ∞ such that for every t < d − 1, (1.3) sup
We are able to settle this question.
Recall that E ⊂ R d is called Q-Ahlfors regular for 0 < Q ≤ d, if there exist positive constant C such that r Q /C ≤ H Q (E∩B(x, r)) ≤ Cr Q for all x ∈ E and 0 < r < diam(E), where diam(E) denotes the diameter of E.
The paper is organised as follows. The random Cantor sets are introduced in Section 2 together with the required notations, definitions and results. In Section 3 we present some geometric lemmas. Section 4 contains the main probabilistic argument. The last Section contains further discussion concerning our model and some concrete examples.
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Random Cantor sets and their projections
In this section, we define the random Cantor sets and state our results for them. Closely related random models have been consider in [3] and [10] .
Let (M n ) and (N n ) be sequences of integers with 1
of these subcubes such that each of the subcubes has the same probability (i.e.N 1 /M d 1 ) of being chosen, and denote their union by E 1 . Given E n , a random collection of P n disjoint r n -adic subcubes of [0, 1] 2 , independently inside each of these cubes we choose N n+1 disjoint (r n+1 ) -adic subcubes such that each of the subcubes has the same probability (i.e.N n /M d n ) of being chosen. Let E n+1 be the union of the chosen cubes. Denote by ω the element in the probability space Ω induced by the construction described above. Let E = E ω be the random limit set
We also denote the random limit set by E(M n , N n ) when we want to stress the connection to the deterministic sequences M n and N n .
Remark 2.1. One natural way to choose subcubes is that we first randomly choose one such that every subcube has the same probability of being choosen. Then we choose the second subcube from the remaining subcubes such that every subcubes has the same probability of being chosen, and go on this way. But in fact, the above model contains more general random Cantor sets. For instance, given E n , we can have different laws to choose the subcubes inside different cubes of E n . For one specific example see Section 5.
Important assumption: In this paper, we assume that M n is uniformly bounded which means that there exists M ∈ N, such that M n ≤ M for every n ∈ N. Then it's easy to see that all the Cantor sets E(M n , N n ) have Hausdorff dimension s, where
, denote by π V the orthogonal projection onto V and by dim H F the Hausdorff dimension of a set F . Recall the classical Marstand-Mattila projection theorem (See e.g [4] , [6] 
be a Borel set with Hausdorff dimension s. If s ≤ k, then the orthogonal projection of F onto almost all k-planes has Hausdorff dimension s; if s > k, then the orthogonal projection of F onto almost all k-planes has positive k-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in showing that for various random fractals there are a.s. no exceptional directions in the projection theorem. We will prove the following projection theorem for the above random Cantor sets.
For other random sets, same kind of results have been recently obtained e.g. in [3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . For V ∈ G(d, k) such that V ⊥ is not parallel to any coordinate hyperplane, the claim of Theorem 2.2 follows from [11, Theorem 10.1] . In this paper, we give a direct proof for Theorem 2.2 without relying on the theory of general spatially independent martingales developed in [11] . A substantial amount of work is needed in order to verify the claim of Theorem 2.2 for those V for which V ⊥ is parallel to some coordinate hyperplane (see section 3). In particular, we verity in detail the claim of [11, Remark 10.3 (ii) ] for the model at hand.
We consider the natural random measure on the random Cantor set. Let µ n denote the natural measure on E n , that is, every r n -adic cube of E n has measure P −1 n . Then µ n is a probability measure for each n and since the measure of any r −1 n -adic square remains unchanged after n steps, it follows that the sequence (µ n ) converges in weak * topology to a random probability measure µ on [0, 1] d . Let A(q, p) denote the family of all affine p-dimensional subspaces of R q that intersect the cube [0, 1] q where p, q ∈ N and 1 ≤ p ≤ q − 1. In the following, tubular neighbourhoods of the elements in A(q, p) are called strips. More precisely, a strip S of width w(S) = δ > 0, defined by an element W ∈ A(q, p), is the set
where dist is the Euclidean distance. Denote by S(q, p) all the strips induced by the element of A(q, p) as above. Notice that we call the strips in S(d, 1) tubes.
Theorem 2.2 is easily deduced from the following estimate for the projections of the measure µ. Lemma 2.3. If s ≤ k, then almost surely for any 0 < t < s,
Lemma 2.3 will be proved in Section 4. Next we prove Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 1.1 assuming that Lemma 2.3 holds.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Clearly dim
, so it remains to verify the lower bound.
Using Lemma 2.3 we see that, almost surely, the estimate
x ∈ V and r and simultaneously for all t < s, where (π V ) * µ is the image measure of µ under the orthogonal projection of π V and S is the strip with width 2r induced by orthogonal complement of V at the point x. Thus with full probability dim
Approaching s along a sequence gives, almost surely for all V ∈ G(d, k), the lower bound dim H E ≥ s.
We prove Theorem 1.1 by choosing special sequences (N n ) and (M n ) in the above random construction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let M n = 2 and N n = 2 d−1 for all n ∈ N. Then for every E ∈ E(2, 2 d−1 ) and for the natural measure µ on E, we have that
for x ∈ E and 0 < r < 1 where the symbol means that the ratio of both sides is bounded above and below by positive and finite constants which does not depend on x and r. Thus we have that µ [6, Chapter 6] ), and so we can replace µ by H d−1 in (2.2). Since µ is a probability measure, it follows that 0
Thus we complete the proof.
geometric part
In this section, we present some geometric lemmas. The following results are adapted from [10] to our setting. In [10] , Corollary 3.4 is proved for lines. Here we give the detailed proof for general affine subspaces of any dimension.
We consider
We define the angle between a plane W ∈ A(d, k) and a hyperplane H ∈ A(d, d − 1) as follows. We say that they have zero angle if H ∩ W = ∅ or W ⊂ H. Otherwise we have that H ∩ W = ∅ and H + W = R m where
Applying the basic dimension formula in linear algebra for H and W , we have that dim(H ∩ W ) = k − 1. Thus for any x ∈ H ∩ W , there is unique affine line x ⊂ W, x ∈ x , x ⊥ (H ∩ W ). We choose an affine unit vector e(x) ∈ x such that the root of e(x) is x. Let
for some x ∈ H ∩ W , where θ(H, ) is the angle between the line and the plane H defined in the usual manner. Since x and y are parallel for any x, y ∈ (H ∩W ), the angle θ(H, W ) doesn't depend on the choice of x.
In the following we assume that 1 ≤ m ≤ d − 1 and for convenience, we use C(d) to represent constants which don't depend on n. We denote by D n ([0, 1] m ) all the r n -adic subcubes of the unit cube [0, 1] m for m ∈ N. We use #J to denote the cardinality of a set J. 
Proof. Define a metric among A(m + 1, m) by setting
. Given a plane W ∈ A(m + 1, m) we consider two cases depending on the angles between W and the planes in B.
Case one: If W forms an angle at least α with each of the coordinate hyperplanes in B, then we choose Figure 1 . We have that
By the choice of W , we have
For any x ∈ W ∩ ∂Q, there exists at least one face of Q which contains x. Then choose any such face and denote it by F (x). Let H(x) be the hyperplane which contains F (x). Then there is a local orthogonal basis at x, {e 1 (x), e 2 (x), ..., e m (x)} of W , such that e m (x) ⊥ (W ∩ H(x)) and we denote by (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m ) the co-ordinates of x with respect to this basis. Then
in the above local coordinates}.
Note that once the face is fixed, |x m | does not depend on the choice of these local coordinates. Thus
There exists a constant M ∈ N, such that for n ≥ M imply sin(r n ) > 1 2 r n . Thus we can choose a large constant C(d) such that
for all n ∈ N. Applying the estimates (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we have Figure 2 . Case two when m = 1
Case two: If W forms an angle less than α with one of the coordinate hyperplanes in B i , then choose W ∈ B i which is closest to W (observe that by the choice of α, W can touch at most one plane in B i ).
Thus (see Figure 2 )
and
Again for large n, we have tan(r 
Proof. In Lemma 3.1, we have proved the claim if d = m + 1. We proceed inductively and assume that the claim holds for the pair (d −
1, m). It means that there exist a subset
Choose α and ε the same as in Lemma 3.1. Let A be ε-dense subset of A(d, m) in the ρ-metric. Again there exists A with #A < ε −C(d) . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we use similar notation as in Lemma 3.1. Denote by B i the collection of the hyperplanes {x ∈ R d :
, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, there will be two cases depending on the angle. If W forms an angle at least α with each of the hyperplanes of B, then we choose an element W ∈ A whose distance to W is less than ε. By the same argument as in Lemma 3.1, we have that for any
If W ∈ A(d, m) forms an angle ≤ α with the planes in some B i , then choose V ∈ B which is closest to W in the ρ-metric (observe that again by the choice of α, V can touch at most one plane in B i ). Denote
. By the choice of α, we have that
By the induction assumption, there is a plane 
Thus we observe that the family
Note that (W, n) ≤ (W, n + 1) for all W ∈ A(d, d − k) and n ∈ N. If W forms positive angle with all the hyperplanes of B in (3.6) then
n+1 )-adic cube which is not a boundary of any (r
holds. By a geometric argument the following estimate
Remark 3.3. If W forms positive angle with all the hyperplanes of B in (3.6), then we have (conditional on the past n-steps)
Note that the above equality is false for those W ∈ A(d, d − k) as in (3.10) . But the following equality (conditional on the past n-steps)
|W ∩ E n | holds for all W ∈ A(d, d − k) and n ∈ N. The equality (3.14) will be used at Lemma 4.1.
Let m = d − k in Lemma 3.2 and recall that the number of r −1 n -adic subcubes of E n is at most r −d n . We have the following corollary.
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, we have that for any
For any realization E n , we sum over all Q ∈ D n such that Q ⊂ E n the two sides of (3.15):
Combining with (3.16) and the definition of |W ∩ E n |, we arrive at the required estimate.
For later use in Theorem 4.4, we state the following easy fact as a Lemma.
be the ball of V ⊥ with center y and radius r. Let t n := r n /2 + √ dr n . Since {Q is an r n adic cube :
where
Using Fubini's theorem and the estimate
, we obtain that (3.19)
By (3.18) and (3.19) we have
Thus the proof is completed.
Note that the constant C(d) may be different in different places of this section. For the convenience in what follows we fix a constant C(d) such that the statements of all the Lemmas and Corollaries hold with this constant.
probabilistic part
We use the same method as in [3] to estimate the intersections of our sets with affine planes. The random Cantor sets studied in [3] are different from the one considered here. We choose disjoint subcubes at every step of our constructions, while in [3] overlaps are allowed. Since we assume that M n are uniformly bounded, the proof here will be simpler than that of [3] . On the other hand, we give here the detailed proof for general d and m while in the main part of [3] , it is assumed that d = 2, m = 1.
We fix a number t < s ≤ k and let 0 < 2ε
where R is a large constant. Let G n be the event that G n (W ) holds for all W ∈ A(d, d − k). We also denote G n by G n (R) when we want to stress the constant R (this will be used in the proof of Proposition 4.5). In order to prove Lemma 2.3 we will show that P(
This will be shown at the end of the section. Denoted by P(· A) the conditional probability conditioned on the event A.
and each E ω n where ω ∈ G n , we have the bound
where C 1 is positive constant.
Proof. Let Q 1 , Q 2 , · · · , Q K be the cubes in E n hitting W , and for
n+1 -adic cubes of Q i that hitting W . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ K, consider the random variable
We apply Markov's inequality to the random variable e λ|W ∩E n+1 | . This gives (4.3)
Now we are going to estimate E e λ|W ∩E n+1 | | E n . For all |x| < 2, we use the fact e x ≤ 1 + 2x/(2 − x) and λX i < 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, to obtain
Thus by (4.2) and the trivial inequality 1 + x ≤ e x , we have
Conditional on E n , recall that the cubes forming E n+1 are chosen independently inside each Q i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Thus the random variables X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K are independent random variables. And so e λX i are also independent. This gives E e λ|W
And by the estimate (4.4), we have that
.
Recall that E ω n , ω ∈ G n which means that
Combining this with the estimate (4.3) and (4.5), we have the following (4.6)
. Recall that for all large n, by (2.1) we have
. By (4.7), we arrive at the estimate
). Note that we require that R ≥ M for the last inequality. Thus we complete the proof.
Applying Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 4.1, we have the following estimate.
Proposition 4.2.
There is a positive constant N = N (ε) ∈ N and a positive constant C 1 > 0, such that for all n ≥ N ,
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 we know that if the estimate
Thus by the above argument we have
as required. The last inequality holds by Lemma 4.1. Note that there are at most r
In the end, we arrive at the required estimate by applying the total probability formula for the conditional probabilities on ∩ n k=1 G k . Next, we show that choosing N ∈ N large, and R = R(N ) < ∞ large enough, there is a positive probability for the event ∩ ∞ n=1 G n (R). Recall that G n (R) is the good event with constant R. Theorem 4.3. We have P( G i (R) holds deterministically, R ≥ M , and RP n r t n ≥ C(d) for all n ∈ N (this will be used in (4.11)). Now P(
By Proposition 4.2 we have
Since the series
n ) converges, this implies the claim. Now are going to estimate the distribution of the natural measure on strips.
Let n ∈ N such that r n+1 < w(S) ≤ r n . Since ω ∈ ∞ n=1 G n , the event G n holds. Thus by Lemma 3.5, we have (4.11)
By the choice of R, we have
Letting k → ∞, the claim follows.
Now we are going to prove that almost surely (4.10) holds by the change of deterministic R to some almost surely bounded random variable. 
Notice that all the above claims hold for any t < s. Letting t → s through a countable sequence gives the proof of Lemma 2.3:
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · such that t k s. For every t k , we denote by Ω k the event (4.13) sup
µ(E ∩ S) w(S) t < ∞.
By the Proposition 4.5, we know P(Ω k ) = 1. So P(∩ ∞ k=1 Ω k ) = 1 as well. Let ω ∈ ∩ ∞ k=1 Ω k , then µ ω satisfies (4.13) for every t k . For any t < s, there is t k , such that t < t k < s. We have w(S) t ≥ w(S) t k when w(S) ≤ 1. It's trivial to see that µ(E ∩ S) w(S) t ≤ 1, since µ is a probability measure. Thus we complete the proof.
example
In this Section we give an example to explain Remark 2.1. subcubes of the unit cube. Let E 1 = L or R with the same probability 1/2. Note that then every subcube has the same probability 1/2 of being chosen. Given E n , a random collection of 2 n disjoint (interior) 2 n -adic subcubes of [0, 1] 2 , independently inside each of these cubes we choose the 'left' or 'right' column of the subcubes in the same way as 2 . Let E n+1 be the union of the chosen cubes. In the end we have the limit set
For an example see Figure 3 . It is clear that this family of random sets E(2, 2) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 for d = 2.
If, on the other hand, we define another random process by changing L and R in the above construction to L and Q, we end up with another random set, denoted by F (2, 2). For an example see Figure 4 . Now both random sets E(2, 2) and F (2, 2) satisfier the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 for d = 2, but these sets are completely different. Indeed for every element E of E(2, 2), we have π y (E) = {0} × [0, 1] and H 1 (π x (E)) ≤ 1/2, where π x , π y are projections onto x-axis, y-axis respectively. But π x (F ) = [0, 1] × {0} and π y (F ) = {0} × [0, 1] for all F ∈ F (2, 2).
